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Scenario Description
Baseline Based on the DOE’s Annual Energy Outlook 2023.
IRA Based on Princeton’s REPEAT mid scenario.
Central Least-cost pathway for achieving net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
Drop-In Attempts to minimize capital, labor, and institutional disruption.
Low Demand Reduces the demand for energy services from that used in the other net-zero scenarios.
Low Land Limits the use of land-intensive mitigation solutions.
Slow Consumer Uptake Delays by twenty years the uptake of fuel-switching technologies.
100% Renewables Allows only wind, solar, biomass, and other forms of renewable energy by 2050.

2023 Annual Decarbonization Perspective 
October Release
• Funded by Breakthrough Energy to produce annual updates 

with new data, scenarios, and modeling capabilities
• Goal 1: Produce the granular modeling necessary to create actionable 

emissions plans for the United States 
• Goal 2: Develop public datasets for other researchers exploring energy 

system questions
• Goal 3: Reinforce modeling best practices
• Goal 4: Encourage institutionalization of decarbonization pathways 

modeling by other institutions

ADP 2023 Scenarios
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U.S. Net-Zero Sankey Diagram
2023 Annual Decarbonization Perspective

2021 2050 Central Scenario
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What is the effect of a transition to a net-zero energy system by mid-
century on US strengths and vulnerabilities?

• Energy supply diversity

• Electricity system reliability

• Strategic materials supply chains

• Industrial competitiveness

• Military mission readiness

• Global energy markets 

Decarbonization and National Security

Today’s topic
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• Domestic decarbonization and domestic fossil fuel extraction are not 
necessarily at odds in the medium-term. 

• Reduced domestic fossil fuel consumption (driven by electrification) can 
improve the U.S. geopolitical position by increasing export potential 
while also limiting U.S. exposure to oil price shocks.

• In the long-term, the volumes and composition of global energy trade 
will shift in a decarbonizing world.  

• The U.S. is on a very competitive footing in emerging carbon neutral fuel 
markets and should work towards encouraging their development 
domestically and abroad.

Take-Home Messages
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Net exporter since:

• 2017 for natural gas

• 2019 for total energy

• 2020 for petroleum

The US is currently a net energy exporter

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Not everyone realizes how much the US energy situation has changed since reaching peak energy imports in 2007.  Shale technology and policies such as efficiency standards have combined to increase domestic production while keeping consumption flat, with the result that the US became a net exporter of natural gas in 2017 and of petroleum in 2020.  In the blue circle, the red line shows total energy exports exceeding the green line of total energy imports in 2019.  
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Future of US oil exports?

IEA World Energy Outlook 2022 EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
(L) IEA global oil demand under global current policy, announced policy, and net zero scenarios.  The ranges are large by 2050 – from volumes of 100 Mb/d down to 25 Mb/d, and corresponding oil prices from $90/bbl to $30/bbl in the net zero case, where demand has been reduces by ¾.(R) The DOE’s annual energy outlook reflects this uncertainty, with 2050 exports that range from zero in the low oil price case to a doubling of current net exports in the high oil price case.
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Fuel production in a net-zero world
E-fuels Biofuels Fossil fuels with CCS

IEA World Energy Outlook 2022

IEA Global Energy Scenarios

Low volume,  
high fossil

High volume, 
high fossil *

Low  volume, 
carbon neutral

High volume, 
carbon neutral

Four US Export Scenarios

*Inconsistent with global net-zero

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
(Top) In a decarbonized world, there are 3 basic kinds of fuels and feedstocks required in applications that cannot be electrified.Fuels derived from electricity, including hydrogen and ammonia and hydrocarbon fuels synthesized using hydrogen and a carbon sourceFuels derived from biomass, mostly indirectly produced from gasification or pyrolysis, and synthesized using the Fischer-Tropsch processFuels derived from petroleum and/or natural gas, using carbon capture, either in fuel production or offsetting of emissions.(Bottom left) In the 3 IEA future scenarios just mentioned, the red lines are fossil fuel and the green lines are non-fossil energy.(Bottom right) Accordingly, we have created export scenarios for the US that cover this wide range of possible global conditions.  The scenarios range along2 dimensions: export volume and carbon intensity.  So you can have 4 combinations, with high or low volume and high or low carbon intensity.
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• All four cases are consistent with US 
reaching net-zero domestically by 2050

• Biofuels, hydrogen (in form of ammonia), 
and e-fuels displace fossil fuel exports in 
carbon neutral cases

• Remaining fossil fuel exports are offset by 
carbon capture in carbon neutral cases

• Higher market price of alternative fuels 
keep U.S. export revenues higher even in 
low volume carbon neutral export case

Modeling Results: Composition of Fuel Exports

Low Export Volume High Export Volume
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Inconsistent with 
global net-zero

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are the results for the four cases we modeled.  All four cases are consistent with US reaching net-zero domestically by 2050Biofuels, hydrogen (in form of ammonia), and e-fuels displace fossil fuel exports in carbon neutral casesRemaining fossil fuel exports are offset by carbon capture in carbon neutral casesHigher production cost and market price of alternative fuels keep U.S. export revenues high even in low volume case
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Modeling Results: Oil and Gas Production

High 
volume 
fossil 
export

Low 
volume 
carbon 
neutral 
export

Domestic gas productionDomestic oil production*

* Includes heavy condensate

Inconsistent with global net-zero Inconsistent with global net-zero

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These show 2 of our 4 corner cases for exports, which represent the extreme bookends for domestic oil and gas production. (L) The orange line shows the trajectory of US domestic oil production as the US is on a domestic net zero pathway.  Oil production declines in both cases. The blue line shows what domestic only production would be if the US phased out imports of foreign oil, mostly crude, and only used domestic crude.  In the low volume, carbon neutral world on the bottom left, this would extend the current levels of US production until 2035, and in the high volume case until 2045.(C) Natural production increases but falls back to current levels around 2035 in both scenarios.  (R) 
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Oil price shocks and US economy

Steven R. Kopits Sources: EIA, BEA, Evolved Energy ADP 2023 
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The U.S. has the resources to be globally 
competitive in all forms of primary energy

Solar and Wind

Carbon Storage Potential

Biomass

Fossil Fuels

Annual carbon storage 
in net zero scenarios
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Model Result: Export cost competitiveness

Long-Term Fuel Cost 
($/MMBtu)

US Production Int’l Production

Oil $7 - $10 $5 - $10

Natural Gas $2 - $3 $3 - $7

Decarbonized Liquid $33 - $48 $50 - $80

Decarbonized Gas $19 - $32 $20 - $35

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sources:oil & gas, US & international: Rystad 2022, Dallas Fed Reserve 2023, S&P 2021decarbonized fuels, US – EER modeling resultdecarbonized fuels, international – EC GECO 2022
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Long-Term Forecast of E-Fuel Cost by Country

European Commission 2022, Energy Trade in a Decarbonized World
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